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Clients Adapting To Change
We anticipate that from this report the reader will gain insights into
the experience of the clients of the RFCS WA, from their own words (p.
31 & back pages) and their outcomes (p. 25), from the Rural Financial
Counsellors (p. 40), and the key engagement strategy guided by Harvard’s
insights (p. 9), underpinned by the values of the Board and organisation
(pp. 4-5).
“It’s easy but naive to see this service as hand holding......
We guarantee it is not!” (Chris Wheatcroft, CEO PPS/RFCS WA)
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Vision

To support and encourage self
reliance with strategies that
assist rural people to manage
industry change and challenges.

Core Values

Our Commitment

Ethics

Deliver outstanding
value to all our
stakeholders

Integrity
Equity

Employees

Confidentiality

Clients

Empathy

Community
DAFF
DAFWA

“to treat all people fairly”

“to do the right thing”

Excellence in all Things
Dedication to service
Safety
Quality
Long term relationships
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The activities of RFCS WA during the reporting
period continue to change according to the evolving
circumstances of rural businesses in the context of
addressing farm profitability.
There has been significant financial relief for
many farmers through reasonable seasons, better
commodity prices and decreasing interest rates
which has returned many businesses to far better
equity ratios and facilitated for many, significant debt
reduction. This change has also rekindled hope to
another group of producers who had considered their
plight hopeless.
This second group continues to emerge as clients
for RFC services. The reputation the RFCS WA
organisation has created as the “GO TO” agency, that
it is reputable, understanding of rural issues, and well
placed to provide realistic support for agricultural
businesses experiencing financial distress underpins
the demand for our services.
RFCS WA has dedicated staff with unique skills to deal
with these complex rural financial issues and we are
proud of their professionalism, but the difficulties our
staff face on a daily basis in dealing with distressed
clients, as well as the personal pressures everyone
must deal with in our personal lives is a constant
consideration for the board and our CEO to ensure we
maintain excellent service, which avoids employee
burnout or fatigue. This is an increasing concern
given our reduced staff numbers during the reporting
period.
Although there has been some improvement in
farm viability in the reporting period the key issues
impacting the Australian agricultural sector have
not dissipated, in fact the ones that are specifically
identified as ongoing factors by our service have
worsened. These include:
•

•

•

•

Increased per hectare cost of production.
In spite of a reasonable season for most grain
growers last year the average per hectare cost
rose in Western Australia.
The unpredictable nature of seasonal rainfall.
While many areas have had sufficient rain to grow
a reasonable crop it is often spasmodic and often
comes in “the nick of time.”
Volatility of markets. This impacts every
producer and given the tight margins always
increases stress on the business and the
individuals operating these businesses.
Increase personal distress for individuals and
communities. Indicative of the dire situation
still facing many primary producers in Western
Australia.
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Reasonable production seasons do not significantly
reduce the underlying concern for rural communities.
It is a significant, often underestimated, concern for
Western Australians because of the high dependency
of rural towns in WA on a profitable agricultural
sector for their survival. When farmers struggle, the
whole community struggles and this problem is
highlighting the need for support in a broad range
of rural businesses/communities that are indirectly
impacted by this problem and receive little or no
support. Although this is not specifically an RFCS
problem I believe this is the elephant in the room that
will need to be addressed in WA going forward.
During the reporting period a significant number of
primary producers and other businesses have had to
exit Rural WA, assisting them to find ways to do this
with dignity remains a high priority for our service.
We continue to need support from both levels of
Government to address these issues.
Our service continues to have high client demand.
The board appreciates that Minister Joyce has
acknowledged the importance of the RFCS program
and we have appreciated the support we have had
from the officers within his department in addressing
our needs to maintain our high quality service.
The WA Board will continue to actively work with
government and departmental officers in pursuing
a suitable sustainable funding model for the next
funding round. We also continue working and
supporting other RFC services during this difficult
time of uncertainty.
The Board also acknowledges our State Minister, the
Hon Ken Baston MLA. He, along with his staff, have
shown constant concern for the plight of farmers
experiencing difficulty and have demonstrated
positive support for our service and the role it plays in
assisting farming and agricultural businesses “Regain
Focus and Create Solutions”.
The board remains committed to the RFCS program
and look forward to being involved when the new
contracts are announced by the Federal Government.
At this time there is understandable concern by
our employees about the continuation of their
employment beyond our contracted period. The
board is mindful of this concern and appreciates the
loyalty of our employees through this difficult period.
The sooner the new contracts are settled the better as
it will allow our staff to have a clear focus in what is a
difficult profession. The added distraction of insecure
employment contracts makes a difficult job even
more stressed.
As always, as chairman, I appreciate the dedication
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of our staff and board members and all the
support we receive. This program is about working
collaboratively to achieve goals that create successful
outcomes for rural businesses.
To our CEO, Chris, who has not only passion and
vision for our work but his extensive knowledge
about what is required to achieve good outcomes for
people in distress is critical to our success. His vision
goes way beyond the basic requirements of our
contract with Governments to deliver a service, and
is playing a very significant role in restructuring the
viability of rural industries in Western Australia. Chris’
vision and drive is transmitted to clients through our
counsellors who continue to promote our philosophy
on the need to “regain focus and create solutions”.
Finally to our staff, each and every one of you is
making a difference, whether you work in the field
as a counsellor, or behind the scenes keeping the
finances on track, preparing reports or just trying
to manage all the related problems you have to
deal with, without your dedication things falter. You
are all important and the board appreciates your
commitment to the tasks we all have to manage.
As we move forward it is important to constantly
remind ourselves that we are dealing with people
going through the difficulty of industry restructure, it
is not easy and it is constantly changing. As we assist
people through this process and encourage them to
make relevant changes, the outcomes will lead to a
more sustainable set of industries that are not reliant
on government subsidies and handouts.
RFCS WA is committed to this process; we are making
a huge difference in the lives of many rural people.

Julian Krieg
RFCS WA Board Chairperson
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RFCS WA’s Client
Engagement
Strategy
The complexity of the situations faced by rural
financial counsellors means they need a robust
and flexible approach. Each family associated with
an enterprise in financial difficulty has real and
significant needs that will often cover more than the
role of financial counsellors, yet if not recognised or
addressed may prevent the family restructuring their
business position.
These “needs” can be identified by clients in a way
that allows them to identify their impact on the
process and decide how they will address them
through RFCS WA’s use of a Harvard based Business
Planning Framework that underpin its counselling
structure. The result is that families regain focus
around their situation in a way that allows them
to create solutions. The client regains a sense
of control and focus that allows them to create
solutions.
This process fits the dual financial counselling
concepts that: the decisions around a business
remain with the client; and that the engagement
should be beneficial in the longer term. A whole
of business approach is needed to allow the client
discernment between that which is beneficial and
that which is detrimental to a business and their
families.
This approach avoids “one off” actions that while
singularly successful, may be to the longer term
detriment of a business (and individuals). This
structured approach guides the involvement of
the team to strategically focus on the key issues as
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they work with clients in a difficult and turbulent
environment.
Often clients come to RFCS WA after many years of
stress which has taken a toll on their energy, vision
and sense of influence and control. Ethically any
assistance needs to work to restore the underlying
sense of control to these clients.
The Business Planning Framework identifies key
values that underpin the client’s decision making.
These values are essential determinates of decisions
and are particularly important when looking to
develop alternative futures with clients when the
preferred one is no longer realistic.
The framework gives efficient and effective focus of
limited customer energy on regaining focus and
creating solutions.
As often the key issues identified by clients will
include items outside the scope of our service. The
Business Planning Framework allows appropriate
solutions to all issues to be created, including use of
additional services and expertise.
To assist the process a desktop flowchart of the
Business Planning Framework with key case
management actions and available toolkits
has been developed and is used by the team.
These can be used directly with the clients if
useful, otherwise as a reflective tool for the Rural
Financial Counsellor (RFC). See the centre page of
this report for a copy.
This approach best meets the objectives of the RFC
service to: provide clients with access to financial
information, options, decision support and referrals
to other sources of industry, professional and
government assistance; empower clients to make
their own decisions on how to most effectively
manage change and adjustment issues (Deed of
Grant Schedule 3).

“If we hadn’t accessed RFCS WA we probably wouldn’t be still
working together as a business. We now have a structure
within which to run our business which we didn’t have before.
The service provided for WA farming businesses is just what we
need – one on one, comfortable and knowledgeable.”

RFCS WA client to RFC
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A unique service for rural business
based clients
It is apparent from working with clients in WA there
is no organisation matching what the RFCS does
with the cohort of businesses in financial difficulty. It
is unique.
This service is able to acknowledge and deal with
the layers of complexity which are always present
in farming businesses and families, but which can
contribute to the lack of adaptation within the
section of the industry in financial difficulty. By
their very nature, every primary industry business
is different with its own set of unique challenges
and opportunities. The financial and mental health
benefits of financial counsellors working with
people on their businesses in difficulty cannot be
underestimated for the wider society. The ability to
spend the required time with clients identifying and
addressing the key underlying issues is not available
to fee for service providers in the industry.
This service can mean the difference, for example:
between farmers recognising their situation,
identifying the opportunity and strategies to move
out of a farming business with money, dignity, a plan,
retraining and renewed capacity, job opportunities,
energy, their mental health and a supportive
family; as opposed to the scenario of a distressed
and depressed farmer, isolated from his family and
community, with declining health, ignoring the bank
and creditors, a diminishing level of equity, drawing
other parties into the escalating situation and waiting
for a crisis to dictate the next move. This is the
important difference the RFCS client work can make.
Throughout the process of being with the clients
the counsellors get a strong indication of the causes
leading to the customer’s situation. These will at
times be attributed to operational weaknesses in the
capacity of some areas of farm business which can
be solved if identified early enough. When capacity
building programs are being built for farmers and
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partners in WA, RFC’s could contribute key insights
informed from working closely with these farm
businesses.

Client engagement that avoids
dependency
Key principles:
•

To actively resist using strategies that build client
dependency
•
To work in a way that increases a client’s ability
to make informed decisions for their business
and family from calm, focussed and informed
positions
•
To encourage clients to develop a clear focus
for their family’s future opportunities forward
with associated access to required expertise and
resources
•
To increase the client’s sense of influence and
ability to act while reducing the negatively
correlated sense of entrapment that prevents
adaptation
The engagement of clients around their positions
and circumstances was achieved through the use
of counselling/coaching techniques against a
framework of effective business planning which
guided clients to map and understand their situation,
regain focus and create solutions. This framework
also guided new counsellors to be focussed on what
mattered and to avoid distractions of which there are
often many in the complexity of client’s situations.
As you will read in the Rural Financial Counsellor’s
reports, the engagement with all clients is maintained
around the concepts of the Business Planning
Framework. The approach provides customers with
a focus into the future and insights into their current
situation. This implicitly encourages the focus to be
about the identification of, and capacity to adopt,
realistic solutions to their situations.

Regain Focus Create Solutions
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Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) was contracted by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in 2012 to
conduct a National Performance Audit of the fourteen Rural Financial Counselling Services (RFCS). PWC highlighted
WA’s client engagement as being of

“..better practice and/or innovation....
delivering a higher level of service”
when compared to other RFCS across Australia. It went on to say:
“Client services are well managed through the Organisation’s Client Management Framework. This
framework provides a one-page overview of the client management process and is an effective tool for
ensuring that all key steps and decisions are made by the rural financial counsellors and for recording client
decisions and outcomes. It can be incorporated into client management files and used as a tool to review
the performance of individual rural financial counsellors.”

Regain Focus...
...Create Solutions
“The support from RFCS was extremely

beneficial in progressing our situation to
an end result and outcome.
The RFC Service and you have enabled
the family to sit down and begin a
process to eventually make the best
decisions for our lives and business,
which would have never happened on
its own.

Your professionalism, experience and
expertise in agricultural businesses
guided us with our thoughts, questions
and planning, resulting in a fair
outcome and written agreement signed
by all parties.
It opened up avenues of
communication in a civil and structured
manner where every person was valued
and heard.
It is with sincere thanks to you for this
invaluable experience. We are happy to
let you know we are excited about our
future and look forward to catching up
with you one day.
Our Thanks.”
RFCS WA client to RFC
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PPS RFCS WA
Board Members

Board Member
Profiles

Julian Krieg (Chair)

Julian Krieg, Chairperson

Karen Chappel (Deputy Chair)
Andrew Clark (Finance)
William Colbourne
Paul McKenzie (Finance)
John Mudie
Christine Thompson
Peter Trefort
Angela Whittington

Julian works specifically in men’s holistic health
and because of his background in education,
particularly agricultural education (he was Director of
Agricultural Education in WA for many years) is able
to communicate in meaningful ways on agricultural
matter to community members and service providers
about the social determinants affecting holistic
wellbeing in the agricultural industry.
Julian is a Senior Community Educator for the
Regional Men’s Health Initiative delivered by
Wheatbelt Men’s Health Inc. (WMH Inc.). This
organisation has pioneered programmes to address
some of the problems facing rural communities
(particularly men) in dealing with emotional turmoil
and changing circumstances.
Julian was also actively involved in developing the
“LIFE” National Strategy on Suicide Prevention. He
is also a past board member of Suicide Prevention
Australia.
Julian was recognised for his work in drought
affected WA in 2007 by being awarded Royal
Agricultural Society Rural Achiever of the Year for
Western Australia. In 2010 he was one of four finalists
in WA for Senior Australian of the year, and on the
10th September 2011 (World Suicide Prevention
Day) he won the Suicide Prevention Australia Healthy
Communities – Individual Life Award.
In 2013 Julian has been appointed to the Board of
Keystart Homelands, an organisation that provides
cost effective housing on behalf of the Government
of Western Australia.
Julian is also President of Australian Men’s Health
Forum, a national body dedicated to promoting
better understanding about male health and
community wellbeing. He is also an active participant
and member of a number of regional advisory
groups.
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Karen Chappel, Deputy Chair

Andrew Clark

Karen Chappel, along with her husband Lindsay
farm property West of Perenjori in the North East
Agricultural Region. Karen has a strong social
conscience and believes in the future of the rural
Western Australia and gives her time consistently to
the region.

Andrew Clark started life on his family farm in the
Central Wheatbelt of WA. His tertiary studies include
a Bachelor of Business Degree in Agriculture, and
a Bachelor of Commerce (both obtained at Curtin
University).

Karen was elected to the Shire of Morawa in 2005 and
into the President’s role in 2009.
Karen is currently a deputy member of the LGAB,
State Councillor of WALGA, President of the Northern
Country Zone of WALGA, a member of the State Road
Funds to Local Government Advisory Committee, and
a Councillor on the Mid West Regional Council.
Karen has completed the Diploma in Local
Government (Elected Member) and is a graduate of
the Australian Institute of Company Director’s course.
At a community level Karen is a Justice of the Peace,
and a Board member of Primary Production services,
the Rural Financial Counselling Service WA, the Local
Government Advisory Board, State Road Funds to
Local Government Advisory Committee, the Nations
Black Spot Consultative Panel, WALGA Finance and
Services Committee, and Local Government House
Trust. She is also Chairperson of the Morawa District
High School Board, Chairperson of Northern Districts
Community Support Group (a volunteer managed
family counselling service), Co-Chair of WALGA
Governance and Strategy, President of the Northern
Country Zone WALGA, and Treasurer of the Morawa
Golf and Bowling Club and the Morawa Bowls Club.
In 2015 Karen was a Finalist in the Rural Woman’s
Awards and recipient of the St Mary’s Women of
Distinction (Community) award.

Having spent a few years working for the family farm
Andrew was employed by Australian Poultry before
entering the world of banking where he spent almost
four years with Commonwealth Bank, and the next
eighteen years with National Australia Bank.
Andrew’s bank positions have varied from
Agribusiness Advisor to more senior roles such as
Agribusiness Management, to his most recent and
current role of State Manager of Agribusiness.

William Colbourne
William (Bill) Colbourne is a recently semi-retired
primary producer from Kulin. Bill was the owner
operator of his property in Kulin for 41 years and
during this time has also run a local auto business
and Contract Shearing team.
Bill has also worked within TAFE running a
programme which placed urban unemployed youth
into farming properties. He has been, and is still
involved with a number of committees and volunteer
groups including being a foster carer, coaching local
sporting groups and leading youth camps.
Bill’s association with Financial Counselling came
through his involvement with Central AgCare where
he held the position of Vice Chair.

Paul McKenzie
Paul McKenzie has 21 years experience as a
management consultant and is the founder of
Agrarian Management, a leading farm management
consultancy in Geraldton and Katanning. Paul also
has first-hand experience with primary production
as owner of a cropping and grazing property near
Toodyay.
Paul brings substantial expertise in farm finance and
management, plus experience in improving company
performance through his various directorships of
various private and ASX listed companies.
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Paul holds a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
through University of WA, a Bachelor of Commerce
through Murdoch University and a Company
Directors Diploma through AICD. He is a Fellow of
AICD and past president of AAAC(WA) Inc.

John Mudie
John Mudie is the Owner/Manager of a farm business
in Ravensthorpe, has had 49 years practical farming
experience and has also been involved in a large
amount of local voluntary work.
John was the President of the Jerramungup shire
for four years and has been a Shire Councillor for 9
years. John’s involvement with the Rural Financial
Counselling came through his association with
the Southern AgCare committee, which employs
psychologists, social workers and counsellors for the
southern regions.
In 2003 John was awarded the Local Government
Distinguished Service Award.

Christine Thompson
Christine has lived and worked in rural WA for over
thirty years. She developed and delivered family
counselling services in the Great Southern prior to
facilitating strategic planning workshops for the
Department of Agriculture and Food WA. She has
since coordinated the Rural Remote and Regional
Women’s Network and RIRDC Rural Women’s Award,
and more recently, the DAFWA plan to Support
Grains Industry Development.
.
Christine has a BA (Social Sciences), B. Social Work
and is a Graduate member of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors.
.
Her experience as a business partner in a farming
enterprise in Wagin and wide industry experience
at a national Board and Community level has given
Christine a wide range of knowledge and experience
of high level policy and its application at the grass
roots level.
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Peter Trefort
Peter manages his family property in Narrogin WA as
well as active involvement in the meat industry.
Peter is a Director with Meat and Livestock Australia
as well as the Sheep CRC, Chairman of WA College
of Agriculture, Secretary WA College of Agriculture,
Board Member the O’Connor College of Tafe, Board
Member WA of the Meat Industry Authority and
Chairman of various Sporting Clubs.
For his efforts in the livestock industries Peter was
awarded an Honorary Doctor in Science by Murdoch
University.

Angela Whittington
Angela’s background includes formal qualifications
from the University of Western Australia in
accounting and marketing/management, and a
working career including 10 years’ experience in
resources marketing with Rio Tinto and 10 years in
the health sector as CEO of Global Diagnostics, as
well as extensive small business experience including
running her own enterprises, Sugar Plum Farm (Fruit
Production and Export), The Playhouse (Childcare),
The Produce Place (Vegetable Wholesaling) and Billo
Machinery (Horticultural Machinery Importing).
Angela has been recognised for her achievements
with six awards, including in 2002 as an inaugural
winner of the WA 40-Under-40 Award and in the same
year was also awarded the Western Australia Rural
Woman of the Year. Both of these awards were for her
efforts in the small business sector, simultaneously
running her own business enterprises of Sugar Plum
Farm, the Produce Place, Billo Machinery and the
Playhouse.
In 2007 she was a second time recipient of the
40-Under-40 award for her position as CEO of
Imaging the South (ITS) and the following year (2008)
was selected as the winner of the WA Telstra Business
Women’s Hudson Private and Corporate Sector
Award, again for her role at ITS.
Angela has worked on a number of committees and
Boards in a number of sectors, including agricultural
advisory Boards and health businesses, and is a long
standing Board member of MelanomaWA.
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2014/15 Board
Meetings and
Attendance
PPS RFCS WA Board Meetings:
29 July 2014
23 September 2014
13 November 2014
01 December 2014
19 March 2015

PPS RFCS WA Board Meeting
Attendance:
Julian Krieg (Chair) - five of five
Chris Wheatcroft (CEO) - five of five
Karen Chappel (Deputy Chair) - four of five
Andrew Clark - four of five (plus regular
review of financials)
William Colbourne - four of five
Paul McKenzie - five of five (plus regular
review of financials)
Christine Thompson - two of five
John Mudie - two of five
Peter Trefort - four of five
Angela Whittington - four of five
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“The complexity and diversity of the
circumstances that lead to financial difficulties
in farming businesses make it very difficult
for other organisations and consultants to
economically match the strengths of RFCS
WA in this space. We are able to deal with
this complexity with a Harvard-developed
business planning framework combined with
counselling/coaching skills. With business
understanding and the interpersonal/coaching/
facilitation combination of skills, we are able to
offer the required time with clients that allows
their sufficient consideration of a ‘big picture’
approach necessary for them to consider the
business and financial aspects in the context
of their overall situation. We assist them to
consider their own life goals and those of
their business partners and families, to review
their financial position in this context, resolve
existing resistance and move towards a plan for
the future. This is always in the context of nondependency on RFCS WA and often involves the
clients identifying the professional resources
offered by consultants that they might benefit
from.
The Western Australian team is fully skilled,
knowledgeable, supported and trained. We
have a deliberate policy of recruiting people
with a diversity of competencies. This, combined
with our shared team approach, means that
we have an impressive pool of competencies
and skills for dealing with complexity that can
benefit clients anywhere in the State.”
CEO Chris Wheatcroft

Regain Focus Create Solutions

Industry Overview
2014/15
The financial position of farming businesses in WA, in
general have continued to improve during 2014/15
with continued debt consolidation, while still
allowing for prudent plant & equipment replacement.
The exception is for many farm businesses in the
medium and low rainfall zones north of the Great
Eastern Highway.
Grain production plays a significant role in WA on
farm viability and for 2014 has been calculated at
14.52 MT. Although significantly lower than the 17
MT of the previous year, it still represents the 4th
largest crop on record. Production for the 2014
season was as a combined result of a larger than
average sown area and above yields achieved in the
Great Southern. Grain prices were once again sound.
The start to the season was generally sound with
good rains, allowing ideal sowing conditions and
good germination. The Esperance region was
generally drier, however conditions across the
remainder of the state were judged as having above
average yield potential.
Winter rainfall received was below average for
the Mid-West, Wheatbelt and Esperance regions,
which when combined with warmer than average
temperatures, caused yield potential to reduce. The
Great Southern region was an exception as the region
received average winter rainfall.
Spring rainfall was below average in the Northern
and Eastern Wheatbelt and as a result below average
to significantly below average yields were achieved.
For the remainder of the state spring rainfall was
above average and at least average yields were
achieved. The Great Southern continued to be the
exception with above average rainfall and warmer
winter temperatures combining to produce above
average yields. An unseasonal nine day heatwave in
early August (when temperatures reached 30 degrees
Celsius) combined with low levels of stored soil
moisture caused widespread and significant damage
to cereal and broadleaf crops north of the Great
Eastern Highway.
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For many farms in the northern and eastern
Wheatbelt the 2014 season was the third consecutive
cash deficit result. Consequently, there are instances
where loan to valuation ratios (LVR) are problematic,
and access to working capital is constrained.
Increasing demand for red meat was evidenced in
increasing carcass price. Beef exports increased both
from increased live export demand from Indonesia
and Vietnam and boxed beef. Cattle prices continued
to improve throughout the year boosting confidence
in both the southern and northern cattle industries
within the state. This improved confidence was
also supported by new corporates entering into the
pastoral areas and the sale of Harvey Beef. Sheep
prices were sound with an overall increase in wool
prices by year end. Unfortunately it is noted that the
WA sheep flock continued to decline.
The dairy industry saw improvement in milk prices
as processes adopted more aggressive strategies
to secure milk volumes to meet the WA fresh milk
demands.
It is also worthwhile noting that there have been
a number of changes to ownership within the
processing sector across a number of industries
as corporates see the opportunities within WA
Agriculture and have been invested accordingly.
While Agriculture continues to operate in cycles
depending on factors such as climate and
competitive markets, the combination of robust
demand for agri-produce plus the 20% depreciation
of the Australian dollar suggests the future for
well-managed, well-capitalised farm businesses is
expected to be favourable in WA.

By Andrew Clark & Paul McKenzie, PPS RFCS
WA Board Directors
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Priority RFCS WA
Service Issues –
2015 and beyond
How RFCS WA dealt with the
significant seasonal and industry
conditions
The RFCS WA has built into its operations flexibility
based around the use of the Business Planning
Framework that allows the organisation to cope with
significant fluctuations in its operating environment.
The Rural Financial Counsellors business planning
concepts allowed clients both a focus into the
future as well as to gain insight into their current
situation. This implicitly encourages the focus around
clients creating realistic solutions to their specific
circumstances.
The technology that underpins the service supports
increased productivity, as does a high level of
professional development. The CEO and RFC team

Regain Focus Create Solutions

meet weekly on teleconference, and quarterly
in person for professional development. We are
determined to be at the forefront of the latest
insights and technologies that benefit our clients.
Similar client benefit is obtained from the availability
and use of both a clinical psychologist and a legal
practitioner for comment and case management
around the complexity of some cases. This ensures
a quality service, contributing to our efficiency,
effectiveness, and service governance.

Context
As with most seasons in WA agriculture, there
were variations across regions, creating different
challenges and opportunities for enterprises.
Some variation was “good news” in that many
farming enterprises achieved significant profits for
the 2014/15 season. The operational context is larger
than one season but clearly there was significantly
more money in geographical regions across around
half the client base.
The context therefore led to quite divergent client
positions which required an operational strategy that
could deal with a range of clients with significantly
different business trajectories and environment.
For some businesses and regions the “profitable”
season meant the banks increased their demand for
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debt repayment requiring restructuring or exit while
for other businesses it presented an opportunity for
substantial restructuring options to be identified
and undertaken. For other regions the season was
difficult and the continued lack of land sales forced
the consideration of another year of losses with the
inability to restructure or exit (apart from “walking
off” which has associated issues and in many cases
is seen by lenders and clients as detrimental to their
longer term plans and potential debt write-off ).

Marketing the service
There has been an ongoing marketing focus, however
the RFCS remains challenged by the awareness and
understanding from the wider industry stakeholders
about the RFCS WA and what it can offer rural
business people. This can lead to the service being
referred to later than necessary or optimum for the
client and the business.
The continual challenge was to ensure more
professionals within the industry knew about the
RFCS and what the service offers and had a clear
understanding of the potential for their client if they
were to be engaged with the RFCS; also how the
RFCS WA fits within the whole industry agribusiness
ie: Banks, Consultants, Agronomists, DAFWA,
Accountants.
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Contributors to Difficulties in WA
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“For many farms in the northern and eastern Wheatbelt the 2014 season was
the third consecutive cash deficit result. Consequently, there are instances
where loan to valuation ratios (LVR) are problematic, and access to working
capital is constrained.” Paul McKenzie, PPS RFCS WA Board Member
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Image Source: Planfarm Bankwest Benchmarks 2014/15

Image Source: Planfarm Bankwest Benchmarks 2013/2014
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fishing industry spread of clients.

Non English speaking clients
Distance
Distance remained a challenge servicing a state as
large as WA with a total of 8.2 full-time equivalent
(FTE) Rural Financial Counsellors.
To meet the operational challenge of servicing the
regions effectively across geographical areas with
changing demand, RFCS WA utilises a combination
of 6 part time and 5 full time positions (averaging
8.2 FTE). While this is resource intensive for training
and equipment it has gains in geographical spread of
RFC’s and reduced travel times. Additionally there is
an increase in team skills and knowledge, networks
and experience which increases the team’s expertise,
resilience and flexibility. The total quantity of workrelated stress for part time RFC’s is also reduced.
The perception expressed as “really WA is largely
remote and has only a small area that is farmed/
inhabited land” has some truth; however the region
of farmed agricultural land in WA is greater than
all of Victoria. Additionally, RFCS WA has clients
outside that geographical spread, some of whom
are from minority groups including non-English
speaking backgrounds that are recognized by DAFF
as important target groups for the service. RFCS WA
has customers in areas from Broome to Esperance,
covering an area more equivalent the size of NSW,
plus a geographically larger northern pastoral and

Carnarvon has significant non-English speaking
clients from the horticulture industry. The Rural
Financial Counsellors have dealt with language
obstacles by accessing professional translators and
at other times using the client/family’s resources to
determine a suitable translator. In recent times RFC
Graeme Chopping has utilised online text translation
with some success.

Funding extension for 2015
The Federal Governments affirmed its commitment
to the RFCS program across Australia by announcing
an extension based on a new competitive grants
process. The current holders had their contracts
extended until December 2015 while the new
RFCS grant conditions were being developed. The
extension of timeframes makes for a less certain
workplace and significant effort is needed to keep
staff focussed on the positive so they in turn can
assist.
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Enterprise Positions
& Outcomes
It is worth remembering as we consider “numbers”
that for each enterprise there are often a number
of families involved across generations, adding to
complexity.
The improved positions of farming enterprises
in general across the wheatbelt resulted in 173
enterprises being able to resolve their financial
difficulties to exit the service. Over 95% of these
had made significant changes. Less than 5% were
engaged to access a government benefit and did not
want to engage further around management and/or
structural changes. Incoming were 75 enterprises to
RFCS WA, 52 for the first time and 23 reopened their
engagement. There was a net change from 537 to
430 by early 2015.
The total debt of clients was around three quarters of
one billion dollars. The average client debt varies by
region and is reflected in the average client debt by
Rural Financial Counsellor varying from $800,000 to
$2,000,000.
Reflecting significant stress for the families of these
enterprises, 8.5% of clients have a negative equity,
47% have below 50% equity while 66% of clients
have a negative cash flow. The median equity is 51%
and $1,074,900.
The reason we exist is to have worthwhile client
outcomes as judged by both the clients and the
funding bodies.
RFCS WA has a strong opinion that this is more
about clients taking back control of their situation
than about simply providing a service. Below is an
outline of the figures reflecting client outcomes. We
have intentionally added some context as to what
the families behind the figures are likely to have
encountered.
13% of farming enterprises and 11% of
businesses were forced to close their operations
involuntarily.
The families involved here have usually tried to tough
out the situation and the creditors have acted to
resolve their position. It is common that virtually all
the equity is lost or will be at risk. It is quite common
that our engagement will have been to assist
them retain some equity, or negotiate full and final
settlement of debt with the bank agreeing to absorb
some losses and a range of creditors accepting
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partial payment. This is not formal bankruptcy or part
ten involvements; rather it is assisting the client in
negotiating the best outcome going forward. At this
stage, usually the smoothest outcome to resolve the
situation creates the best outcome for all involved
and prevents further losses of money and destruction
of value across client and creditors. Additionally, for
the families involved it is very significant to have
a view forward that reflects things they value. To
have identified a future they want and a strategy
to achieve it is of both immediate and long-term
benefit. For the families it is a very difficult experience
to see their equity disappearing despite their
best efforts to resolve the situation. It is a process
involving stress and pain. They will often say that
the RFC service was invaluable in both bringing a
sense of calmness and experience that enables their
forward focus.
21% of farming enterprises 16% of businesses
voluntarily determined to exit the industry.
For these families there are complex circumstances
that have prevented their earlier exit. It is also
a daunting task to put an enterprise up for sale
particularly in a depressed market such as currently
exists where it is a public acknowledgment of
problems. This is no easy situation and often they too
have the very difficult experience to see their equity
disappearing despite their best efforts to resolve the
situation. No words adequately describe the stress
and potential trauma of this time for many families.
Often the RFC is engaged in facilitating the processes
that allow the families to keep abreast of the complex
accumulating issues. It is imperative that these
families make their own decisions as there are
usually; no single right answers, an interrelated
complexity of issues needing action, the chance
that any decision made may prove to develop
into a less that optimal outcome. Despite that
likelihood, these clients are nearly always advantaged
by making their own decisions compared to allowing
others (usually creditors) to make them. The Business
Planning Framework provides a methodology well
suited to these situations if applied well.
4% of closing clients had engaged around a
Government scheme and exited from RFCS WA
once the scheme finished. The remaining 56% of
farming enterprises exiting RFCS WA had made
changes sufficient to stay farming.
Adaptation within agriculture is often the
outcome preferred by farming families. For many
of these businesses the management of risk is
highly important. While there are a multitude
of contributing factors for being in this group a
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common requirement for progressing forward is
the capacity to manage risks and maintain sufficient
available capital for requirements. A key stress is that
their future is not certain, and the required breakeven
yields often need years with decile 4 rainfall or above
to survive.
The fact that reasonable seasons are needed often
appears to encourage a misleading focus on the
weather as the key determinate of a successful
future, while reducing the family’s sense of control
and influence.
While no enterprise can survive continual losses
and drought, the challenge for these enterprises is
to keep adjusting to their changing positions. It is a
very difficult process to be under threat of losing so
much yet knowing it could be possible to turn things
around if a few factors are favorable. These families
have that ever-present threat in that they have to
juggle possibilities that will impact so personally
on them if things go badly. There is complexity

Regain Focus Create Solutions

around these decisions that work to cloud and
affect judgments. Management remains of critical
importance. The RFC framework assists the managers
to identify from that complexity those key business
planning decisions required to regain focus and
create solutions.

Yours Faithfully

Chris Wheatcroft, CEO RFCS WA
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RFCS WA 2014/15
in Review
Education/Training
Communication
Marketing
RFCS WA Major Education/Training
Activities 2014/15
RFCS WA expects high quality delivery of service
to the client base. Therefore, it is imperative this
expectation is met by employing counsellors with
appropriate qualifications, experience and the
provision of ongoing training and education within
a continual improvement framework. RFCS WA
achieves this by:
Conducting quarterly professional development,
training and education in the diverse areas in
which the counsellors operate. Throughout
2014/15 this has included training around:
•

Legal aspects of the work; Business Planning
Framework concepts; principles & application;
psychological aspects of the work; strategies
around the implications arising from working
on difficult topics in group settings with a
diversity of personalities; personal counselling;
communication techniques; client interaction
techniques; understanding the dynamics of a
counsellor’s influence. Review of the year.

Peer review and support is achieved through:
•

Weekly discussions of case studies; combining
the fields of expertise within the team of RFCS
WA; sharing technical information and training;
sharing of tools and analytical data.

Building knowledge through industry expertise:
•
•

•

Identifying useful courses and workshops for the
RFCs; attending AAAC events.
Industry presenters insuring the counsellors are
up to date on current benchmarks, trends, and
industry issues
Having external data made available to the
counsellors e.g. Planfarm/Bankwest benchmarks.
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Quarterly & annual review of counsellors
performance:
•

•

To identify opportunities for continual
improvement, including: further training and
knowledge required or desired by counsellors.
Provision of professional supervision, including
continual access to professional support,
including experience legal and psychological
professionals.

RFCS WA Communications Policy
The communication policy is constructed in a
way which expands the community and industry
understanding of the RFCS WA and the opportunities
to collaborate and refer relevant people to the
service. The objective of the communications policy
is to facilitate communications that further the
purpose of the organisation. All communications
are constructed to promote the values of the
organisation in a consistent and effective way.
In particular, the communications plan has the
following objectives:
•

•

•

To promote RFCS WA as a high quality,
confidential, independent, free, professional,
informed, integrated, accessible, responsive and
accountable Rural Financial Counselling Service.
To promote community awareness of industry
trends and issues being faced by rural Australia
and particularly those issues affecting the RFCS
WA client sector.
To provide messages that both identify the issues
and the relevant solution sets available to clients.

Partners
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Rural Financial Counsellors
RFCS WA Board, CEO, and administration staff

Funding Bodies
•
•

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Department of Agriculture and Food WA

Rural industry bodies
Rural communities
Local Government
Financial Institutions
Research Institutions
Professional bodies including Agricultural
consultants, Medical Drs, Bankers, Accountants
Government and non-Government service
providers
Media

Internal Communications
Due to the de-centralised location of staff, it is vital to
maintain effective communications between internal
stakeholders.
Internal communications include:
•

•

•

•
•

Internal Stakeholders

Primary producers, fishers, horticulturalists, small
rural businesses

Stakeholders

Target Audience
Communication methods were tailored to suit the
target audience including:

2014/15

•

Regular participation at teleconference meetings
(weekly) and in-service training sessions for staff
(quarterly)
Attendance of the Chair to part of the Rural
Financial Counsellor Professional Development
sessions
Regular communication between the CEO and
all staff regarding client/case issues and current
trends/issues, via phone, email, and in person
The availability of the CEO at all times for
mentoring/advice, to receive feedback
Opportunity for yearly contact between staff,
management and Board
Participation and involvement of staff members
in setting the strategic objectives and planning
for the organisation
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The promotion and marketing was conducted over
the year by the CEO, Board Chair and Counsellors at
Local, Regional and National level. This was targeted
at areas with most relevance and influence to ensure
the right people know about the service and how it is
provided to people involved in the primary industries
of farming, fishing and horticulture. The CEO, Chair
and counsellors attended community forums; major
industry events including field days; meetings; Crop
Updates; Spring Field Days; Industry reviews and;
•

•
•
•

•

Participated in banking seminars/meetings,
ensuring the financial industry is familiar and
confident of the service providers and their
understanding of the service;
Counsellors were involved in Agribusiness events
and workshops;
Attended the AAAC Annual Conference in Perth;
Met with agri-political groups, industry group
leaders, government agencies and relevant
politicians;
Presented to and targeted industry
representatives and stakeholders at Major
agricultural events which attract large numbers
of farmers;

Regain Focus Create Solutions

•

•

•
•

•

•

Rural Financial Counsellors presented at Business
Planning Workshops, regarding the role of the
RFCS WA.
Rural Financial Counsellors presented at the
Assistance to Farm Businesses Experiencing
Drought seminars
Conducted regular, scheduled radio interviews
on Rural Focus, Radio West;
Ensured business cards and promotional material
is available in local community buildings (CRC,
Shires, Banks) and organisations.
Monthly newsletter distributed via the ‘Glide’
group via email to industry stakeholders,
business owners and government departments.
Circulation of RFCS WA contacts in local
publications, newsletters and papers.

Chair & CEO Promotions
Throughout the year there has been regular and
opportunistic promotion of the RFCS WA by the
Chair and CEO with presentations at events and
conferences; radio interviews and media articles.

RFC Greg James attending training workshop
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RFCS WA Service
Review by Clients
2014
The value of RFCS WA to the rural community
Western Australia was very clearly demonstrated
with a Service Review conducted over telephone
interviews during late 2013 and early 2014. This was
carried out with closed clients and clients who had
not been recently engaged with the Service.
The clients had been with the service for varying
amounts of time; however the report indicates
significant progress of their business and/or their
lives beyond farming from their entry situation to
when they finish with the service.
When a client enters the RFCS WA, they will always
have significant levels of financial distress. Initially,
the cause of the financial/business distress is not
always clear. But the person has contacted the
service because they have been refused finance by
their current financial institution or they are unsure
how they can continue their business operations
after poor years and the stress caused from these
events. Generally, the clients have diminishing levels
of equity in their business (this may have happened
over a long period of time or suddenly) both of which
create complications to the situation. Commonly
they will be anxious about the financial situation or
denying there are any business concerns beyond
something external to their business (the bank, the
season, commodity prices and/or other things).
This financial pressure and other stresses (such
as poor season, family succession, the need to
improve their systems of operations or their business
functionality as whole) affects mental health and
general well-being. This in turn has an impact on their
family and business relationships. Each situation is
unique but within each case there are varying levels
of relationship and family conflict, pressures from
the main financier and other lenders and sometimes
complexities with their suppliers, staff and the local
community.
The summary of data collected for the review, shown
in the range of positive comments below, describe
a team of people with financial competency and
ability to provide perspective and clarity within
rural business. The counsellors were reflected in the
feedback as a dedicated, talented and caring group of

people who enabled their clients to regain direction
and focus and supported them through some of their
most challenging times. RFCS WA was considered an
integral part of their support network during a time
of financial hardship and/or transitioning out of their
farm business.
There was a consistent theme from clients that the
counsellor’s financial and business competency,
along with their ability to relate to people in
challenging situations, was effective. This has enabled
a positive space for the clients to soundly refocus
their future, both within their rural business or
outside it.
In summary the common themes in the feedback
were:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

The counsellor having knowledge, skills and
experience in farming/rural business/banking
and bringing those skills via practical application
to the business and business communications.
The counsellor’s financial capacity, industry
knowledge and ability to be a neutral participant.
Providing clarity during stressful and challenging
situations.
Having an external perspective during
challenging times.
Feeling like they were being supported and
someone was on “their team” and they were “not
alone”.
Assisting with communication and bring
together all the relationships within business
negotiations.
The counsellor bringing “themselves” - be it their
warmth, their experience, their knowledge, their
financial skills, the practical approach and/or
their directness. Across counsellors the feedback
varied, but all of those qualities were appreciated
by different people.
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•

•

Positive feedback from Service Review:
A series of direct quotes from clients has been
compiled below. These quotes have only been
altered so as not to identify a specific counsellor.
Business and financial clarity:
•

•

The service was very helpful and helped to
clear our confusion. It helped us understand
our finances and see the light at the end of the
tunnel
Working with the service was an unbelievable
experience, it totally changed the way we looked
at our business. Our counsellor helped us to see
things clearly and explained things well.

Managing relationships and communicating
effectively:
•

•

Our counsellor was absolutely fantastic, we
would not have gotten through it without her
– she helped us with working out where we are
going and how to get there. She managed our
relationships with the bank and the accountant
and created better outcomes for us.
Really great to have the RFCS support us in
dealing with our bank and communication.

The RFCS were the people who came into bat
for us and brought all the people together
(family, bank and accountant) to create a win/win
situation and build relationships.
Our counsellor took the pressure off and helped
us to regain focus and stability. He made us feel
like we weren’t on our own. He spoke the bank’s
language.

Perspective:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Great to have an impartial, outside, professional
perspective and a third party in family and
business discussions.
RFCS WA was really beneficial for our business,
vital in fact for helping us rethink our plan going
forward.
Our counsellor was very good and answered
all our questions about our situation. We got
a different perspective from having a RFCS
counsellor look at things.
The most helpful thing about the RFCS WA was
to have an independent review of our business
and get a broader perspective.
Our RFCS counsellor certainly helped us with
the financial side of things and let us know
insights into the perspective of the bank. He
was exceptionally helpful and gave a broad
perspective.
The most helpful part was to have an outsider
perspective – a different perspective. We got
some financial perspective from our counsellor
so we could look at things from a non-emotive
place. It is an excellent service, really helpful. It
is one of the most valuable services available to
farmers.

Regain Focus Create Solutions

Knowledge and farming/rural experience:
•

•

•

It was great having a counsellor with farming
experience and knowledge - RFCS WA is a
valuable service.
The RFCS is a great concept and a beneficial
service for people in rural areas, especially
because the counsellors have practical farming
knowledge.
Our counsellor knew our position because she
came from a farming background. She knew
exactly where we were coming from. It was great
to know we weren’t on our own.

Business and financial capacity building and ability
to refocus:
•

•

Our counsellor taught me a lot of skills and was
instrumental in helping me to adopt a much
more professional approach to my business.
It was great to have targeted business discussion.
Our counsellor helped us identify areas we
needed to work on. It was great to have one on
one support. She helped us look at where we
wanted the business to move towards and the
next step.

Calmness and clarity:
•

•

•

•

•

I don’t know how I would have gotten through
that period of time on my own without RFCS
WA help. Our counsellor gave us direction, she
backed us up with the banks and gave us access
to legal assistance that we wouldn’t have been
able to access otherwise. She came out to us at a
time it would have been hard to go out in public.
If we hadn’t accessed RFCS WA we probably
wouldn’t be still working together as a business.
We now have a structure within which to run
our business which we didn’t have before. The
service provided for WA farming businesses is
just what we need – one on one, comfortable
and knowledgeable.
Our counsellor was a great sounding board and
arbitrator – the process was bewildering to us
but she was there willing to listen and help out.
The most helpful thing for us was having
someone to talk to who would listen and
understood our situation.
The overall experience with RFCS WA was great.
Our counsellor was excellent, and gave us
continuity by being available during the times
we needed the support.
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RFCS WA ENGAGEMENT
FIRST
INTERVIEW

Explanation of
RFC service &
Completion of
Client Service
Agreement &
Declaration

ASSESS

CRITICAL
CAPITAL PAYMENTS

No

See Toolkit C

See Toolkit D

CASH FLOW
Immediate funds for
living available

Client “Story”

DECIDE

EXIT DECISION
EAP: Part 2, Part 5.1

Legal action commenced

Yes

Explanation of
process and
what client can
expect

• CALM

Yes

No

See Toolkit B

CAPITAL PAYMENTS
Exit Strategy
Exit Resource
Review
Creditor
Negotiation

Transition
management

See Toolkit A

Career Planning
Training

PERSONAL
Mental Health Support
Immediately required

Yes

Resilience
support

No

See Toolkit E

“Where are you
going” vision

See Toolkit
other family
support
required?

OTHER

See continuing
for ideas

Yes
See Toolkit F

Short / Medium
term goals

GOALS

BUSINESS ANALYSIS
INCREASED
OPERATING COSTS
EAP: Part 2, Part 3
Sensitivity Analysis
Enterprise Analysis
Business Plan
Management
Tools. See
Toolkit L

DEBT
EAP: Part 2, Part 3
Cash Flow Review
Option Analysis
Strategy
Formulation
Advocacy Mediation
Toolkit D
Toolkit C

PERSONAL FACTORS
EAP: Part 3, Part 5

LEGISLATION &
REGULATION
Impact
Identification &
Forecasting

Mental Health See
Toolkit E
Other See
Toolkit F

Adjustment
Scheme

Education
See Toolkit J

Enterprise Review

Succession
Planning Pre-Work

Options Analysis

Implementation

Creditor Liaison

Re-Plan

DECREASED SALES,
DECREASING PRICES
EAP: Part 2

LABOUR / SKILLS
SHORTAGE
EAP: Part 3, Part 5

Sensitivity Analysis

Impact
Forecasting

Options Analysis
Re-Plan

Refer EAP
Process to case
manager

VALUES

www.rfcswa.com.au

Rural Financial Counselling Service

R e g a i n Fo c u s, C r e a t e S o l u t i o n s

R e g a i n Fo c u s, C r e a t e S o l u t i o n s

Training
See Toolkit J
Options Analysis
Re-Plan

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESS

Rural Financial Counselling Service WA

Rural Financial Counselling Service

• ENABLE

CONTINUE
BUSINESS

Impact Forecasting

OTHER

Short /
Medium term
impediments

• FACILITATE

CASH FLOW

PERSONAL
EAP Part 1 plus
general corporate
structure and
general balance
sheet structure

• CLARIFY

OPPOR

E

RFCS WA Services
Other Services

• ADVOCATE

Information Gathering
Critical

Business Planning

ANALYSIS
& AWARENESS
Implication of Critical
Incident Management on
Business Planning Strategy
(exit or continuing)

IDENTIFY

BUSINESS PLAN
FRAMEWORK

DECLINING ASSET
VALUES
EAP: Part 2, Part 3
Impact Forecasting
Option Analysis
Strategy
Formulation

ENTERPRISE
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
EAP: Part 3, Part 5

Dissonance / congruence
What does situation
allow?

OBJECTIVES

Enterprise
Analysis
Benchmarking
See Toolkit H

Business
Plan Modification

Education See
Toolkit J

CLIMATE
EAP: Part 4, Part 5

ENTERPRISE SIZE
EAP: Part 3

Business
Plan Modification

Water?
See toolkit W

Sensitivity Analysis

Capital
Requirements
See Toolkit K

Business Plan

STRATEGIES

Capital Analysis
Finance Application

Climate
Education See
Toolkit B

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
EAP: Part 2, Part 5
Education See
Toolkit J
Outsourcing
Identification

RTUNITIES

QUARANTINE

ACTIONS

Impact
Identification &
Forecasting
Dept of Agric.
Liaison - specific
support?
Re-Plan
Creditor Liaison

THREATS

STRATEGY
COMPLETE?
YES
3 month review scheduled
NO
Impediment Identification
Case management review
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Chris Wheatcroft
Chief Executive Officer
Chris has a combination of
knowledge and experience
across the fields of
leadership, management,
sustainable development,
coaching/counselling/
training and facilitating
behaviour change for individuals/ families/
enterprises under pressure.
Underpinning his experience are eight years of
Tertiary studies which include: an MBA; B/A in
Sustainable Development (Murdoch, understanding
and integrating economic, social and environmental
factors); Graduate Diploma Counselling (Notre Dame);
Diploma Community Services in financial counselling
(University Ballarat); Workplace Training and
Assessment Cert IV; Graduate Australian Institute of
Company Directors (GAICD); plus 2 years of a B/A in
psychology/philosophy (UWA).
Chris has strong connections to farming as a 5th
generation farmer until his late 20’s. He was also a
single father to five daughters for a decade.

Amanda Patey
Administrator/Executive
Assistant
Amanda ensures all things
are co-ordinated. Having
moved from Canada to
Geraldton her awareness of
connections across distance
adds value to the RFCS WA
where dispersed and mobile counsellors require
co-ordination and a team focus. Amanda currently
studies Psychology & Business while working 19
hours a week for the RFCS WA.

“I don’t know how I would have gotten through that period of
time on my own without RFCS WA help. Our counsellor gave us
direction, she backed us up with the banks and gave us access
to legal assistance that we wouldn’t have been able to access
otherwise. She came out to us at a time it would have been
hard to go out in public. .”

RFCS WA client to RFC
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Sonya Harcourt Smith
Finance Officer
Sonya holds a Bachelor
of Business degree in
Agribusiness and has
more than 16 years of farm
business experience as a
managing partner in her
family farm business in the
Central Great Southern.
She has previous experience in a wide range of
accounting and finance roles. She has particular
interest in business planning and analysis and
has extended her skills in this field of agricultural
business management.

Rural Financial Counsellors
Merrie Carlshausen
Merrie has more than
25 years of training and
experience in business,
strategic and succession
planning, financial analysis
and holds the Diploma
of Community Services
(Financial Counselling). She
has managed community,
health, youth and
agricultural projects. These have helped develop her
knowledge and perspective that she brings to her
Rural Financial Counselling work.
Over the last 38 years Merrie has been involved in
her family farming business and has run a private
counselling practice – applying her passion for
sustainable agriculture, effective families, strong
youth and healthy communities.

Graeme Chopping
Graeme has been a Rural
Financial Counsellor since
2008. Having started his
career in 1978 in Albany,
he moved into this area
after more than thirty years
in banking and finance,
covering a large area of the
state from Karratha to Esperance and most areas in
between. During this time he has gained exposure
across a large section of the agricultural region
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predominantly covering broad acre farming and its
lending requirements. Towards the end of his bank
phase Graeme worked with business/commercial
clients in the Perth Metropolitan area. The knowledge
gained throughout his banking career proves useful
in helping RFCS WA clients experiencing financial
imperatives that underpin their business. Graeme’s
formal education includes a Diploma of Business
Management, Diploma of Community Welfare work,
Diploma Community Services (Financial Counselling),
Certificate IV in Finance Broking, and tertiary studies
in business at Monash University.

John Dymond
John’s achievements include
having been a Senior lecturer
at Curtin University (Muresk
Campus) specialising in
Farm Business Management,
Organisational Structures
and Strategic Planning. He
has also been leader of
Team of Advisors to the aboriginal communities
of Nangawilli (Wiluna) and Dampier Peninsula. He
has developed Progression Planning approaches
for Wheatbelt Men’s Health to facilitate smoother
transitions for farming families.
John was the Co-owner/Manager of a productive
mixed farm and business in the Avon Valley for 18
years. His formal Education includes M/A (Public
Policy), B/Bus. (Agric), B/A, Assoc Dip (Ag), and
the Diploma of Community Services (Financial
Counselling).

Andrew Grist
Andrew has a Bachelor of
Business, CPA qualification,
Diploma of Community
Services (Financial
Counselling), and further
qualifications as Marine
Engine Driver Grade 3 (WA)
and a Skippers “Masters 5
(WA)”. He has a rural property in Lowlands in the
Great Southern.
His previous work includes working with the
Aboriginal Legal Service, Director with Southern
Forests, and a Skipper owner of Rottnest Yacht
Charters. The diversity of knowledge, skills and
experience enables Andrew to apply good business
analysis across a diverse range of client businesses.
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Michael Harries
Michael has 25 years’
experience in Banking and
Agribusiness Finance and
his career has been built
on working with family
business’s within the central
Wheatbelt. He has a strong
working knowledge of
Banking & Finance and
farming, and holds the Diploma of Community
Services (Financial Counselling) as well as an
Executive Certificate in Agribusiness.
Michael has a great passion for supporting rural
communities, with extensive skill in finance, business
analysis and planning with a focus of bringing better
outcomes for individuals, families, businesses and
their communities.

Greg James
Greg has a background
in Rural Banking covering
more than 40 years. During
this time he and his family
have lived in most areas of
rural Western Australia. This
local knowledge coupled
with tertiary qualifications
in Agriculture, Finance and Management as well
as the Diploma of Community Services (Financial
Counselling) assist him in his Rural Financial
Counselling work.
Located in Perth he is central to all Rural Western
Australia along with the corporate head offices that
the RFCS WA regularly deals with. Greg has a great
passion for rural people, the communities that they
live in and the wish to see them thrive and succeed.
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Mandy McLean
Mandy has a Bachelors of
Commerce and Science,
CPA qualifications and the
Diploma of Community
Services (Financial
Counselling). Her career
has been in financial
management and planning,
with 19 years in finance and executive positions in
local Government and Rio Tinto.
Mandy is currently a managing partner in the
family farm business in the Central Wheatbelt and
extensively involved in community organisations.
She has great passion for agricultural businesses
and community, and extensive skills in financial and
business planning and analysis that she brings to her
role as a Rural Financial Counsellor.

Robyn Lewis
Robyn has 20 years
experience in Banking and
Agribusiness Finance and an
additional 10 years within
the client relationship and
small business fields.
Her Agribusiness Banking
background, the Diploma
of Community Services (Financial Counselling), an
Executive Certificate in Agribusiness and numerous
Bank courses brings extensive financial knowledge
and client skills to her Rural Financial Counselling
work.
Robyn’s family own a rural commercial business and
she has held numerous positions within committees
in her community, which has seen her become a Life
Member of a local sporting club.
She has a deep interest in contributing to our
agricultural communities and a commitment to the
rural people with whom she works alongside.
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Chris Wyhoon
Chris has extensive career
experience in agribusiness
management, strategic
management and
developing rural business,
throughout Australia and
overseas.
He has tertiary and postgraduate qualifications in both agriculture and
business, holds the Diploma of Community Services
(Financial Counselling) and is completing his MBA.
Additionally, he produces livestock in the Avon Valley.
As a passionate contributor to rural communities,
he currently sits on the Board of Wheatbelt NRM
and FarmsafeWA, and is involved with farm business
policy in an advocacy role.
His real passion however is making a tangible
difference to lives of those he comes into contact –
hence his continual involvement with the RFCS WA.

Helen Woodhams
Helen holds a Bachelor of
Education with a Business
Major and has also
completed the Diploma
of Community Services
in Financial Counselling.
Helen has delivered courses
at TAFE, Tertiary Business
Colleges and Secondary High Schools, generally in
the areas of Accounting and Business Management.
Helen has been with the RFCS WA since March
2013. She is also a managing partner in a Broadacre
cropping and Merino Sheep Trading enterprise
located in the Great Southern of WA. This has been
operating for 20+ years and a large part of Helen’s
contribution to the business is in the financial sector.
She has also been actively involved in community
groups and associations.
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RFCS WA
Rural Financial
Counsellors’
Reports
“I am rewarded in my role as a Rural
Financial Counsellor. I feel privileged
working alongside farmers while
they develop awarenesses of their
business; identify opportunities
to progress their situation; make
decisions about their future and
make the adjustments. I enjoy seeing
people’s lives change as they take
charge and reduce their stress.”
RFCS WA team member

Regain Focus Create Solutions
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Merrie Carlshausen
Area covered by this report

Counsellor’s views about what
might happen in their area over the
next 12 months
•

I live in the town of Dalwallinu and work primarily in
the North Central Agricultural Region, extending to
areas as far South as Beverley, North as Morawa and
Koorda in the East

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period

•

The focus of my interaction with my clients in the
2014/15 period has been to:

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Support clients through a transition of change.
Enable clients through the use of a business
planning structure to analyse and understand
their financial and business situation; to be
aware and understand the emerging trends from
historical data; to assess their business viability;
identify opportunities and to regain focus on
their chosen future
Support farming business members to develop
and work towards future personal and business
aspirations
Engage business partners collaboratively to
progress and achieve the common business
goals
Support clients to understand their financial
situation, plan and present their position
effectively and proactively to their financial
partners
Support businesses to negotiate with their
financiers
Assist clients to exit the industry with
preservation of equity, prepared adjustment and
confidence
Support and encourage ‘at health risk’ clients to
seek effective professional guidance

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
•

•
•

In recent years there has been a period of lack
of confidence in agricultural productivity and
low demand for farmland over the last few years.
However, confidence has built and in some areas
there have been effective farm sales, which has
provided opportunities for exiting clients
Banks have focused on sale of land and in some
cases have negotiated favorably on residual debt
International and corporate interest in purchase
of specific farm property

2014/15

There are regions where farmers had a positive
outcome in 2012/13 and have a promising
harvest production in 2013/14. There will be
a risk for farmers in unviable business being
tempted to remain in the industry. Their long
term situation will be unchanged however, their
renewed enthusiasm could skew their future
reality
There are parts of regions of WA broad acre
agriculture that have experienced ongoing or
renewed dry conditions
Businesses may not be actively engaging in
marketing their produce and being vulnerable to
fluctuating prices

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•
•
•
•

Contributing articles to the Newsletter
Meeting with bank personnel, local CRC’s and
consulting groups
Presenting to farmer and consultant groups.
Attendance at major regional agricultural events
representing RFCS

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•
•

•
•
•
•

Business analysis and planning with all clients
A higher level of client awareness, understanding
and proactive decision making within their
personal lives and business in majority of cases
High incidence of clients seeking professional
support for their health and wellbeing issues
5 clients have sold their farms and have suitably
adjusted their lives
7 clients have restructured within the industry
Many clients have adjusted their thinking around
their business, their lives, their family or/and their
outlook
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Graeme Chopping
Area covered by this report
North West Pastoral region & the South West region
covering:
•
Dairy
•
Horticulture
•
Viticulture

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging with clients with Business Planning
Process
Assisting to negotiate with lenders to restructure
the position of clients.
Assist clients applying for the various
Commonwealth Loan Schemes
Assisting clients adjust within the sector in
restructure and or exit the industry
Assist clients in obtaining the various support
programs on offer

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
Varying degrees of creditor recovery strategies:
•
•
•
•

Debt restructuring
Sale by client
Receiverships/Liquidators
Forced Sale

•

Voluntary surrender

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months
•

•
•

Pastoral – bright future if they can overcome
setbacks of recent adverse seasons and rebuild
holdings of livestock
Dairy promising future as new participants come
on the scene for processing/export
Viticulture has challenges ahead as industry
adjusts to overproduction of grapes/wine
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Community events or
promotional activities
undertaken by the counsellor
within the reporting period
Community forums at:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carnarvon
Shark Bay
Murchison Settlement
Pemberton
Northcliffe
Mangimup

Focusing on all that the RFCS WA can offer as a service
additional to the support mechanisms

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•
•
•
•

Restructure of debt with lenders (4 clients)
Voluntary surrender of farms (3 clients)
Voluntary sale of property (2 clients)
Forced sale of property by lenders (5 clients)
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John Dymond
Area covered by this report		
South East and Northern Wheatbelt, Murchison and
Goldfields

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months
If the season finishes reasonable well:
•
•
•

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•
•
•
•

Resolving bank financing issues in the short term
Putting in place strategies for managing financial
challenges in the longer term
Supporting clients in sale of property
Helping clients with applications for concessional
loans and Farm Household Allowance

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
•
•
•

More movement in property sales (albeit at low
prices) allowing clients to exit agriculture
Recovery in cattle market benefitting clients in
pastoral industry
Destruction of sheep flocks due to wild dogs and
seasons in much of the Murchison

2014/15

A few clients will move toward restructure
Some will find it easier to sell property and repay
debt
Banks may put more pressure on for full debt
repayment

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•
•
•
•
•

Wrote monthly articles for the newsletter
Liaised with the Department of Lands on helping
pastoralists meet lease renewal conditions
Wrote 2 articles for DAFWA’s Rangeland Memo
Spoke with a number of shire representatives at a
Moora meeting
Spoke at 5 concessional loan seminars

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•

•

Several clients were able to sell farms and
banks have accepted proceeds as full and final
payment of debt. These clients have moved out
of agriculture
Several clients have sold some assets allowing
debt restructure, so they can continue farming
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Andrew Grist

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months

Area covered by this report		

•

Great Southern, Pastoralists and Carnarvon

•

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Assisting farmers with strategies around debt
management
Regain focus and stability within the farming
business using business planning tools
Mediating with banks, creditors, receivers, bailiffs
and lease companies
Protecting wealth/equity of farmers through
debt planning and keeping in control of assets to
sell. No panic selling
Assisting farmers restructuring or a managed exit
from the industry
Assisting in identifying options and solutions
that are in the best interest of the farmer
Assisting with government concessional loans
and FHA payments

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
2014 was one of the driest years on record in parts of
the Great Southern. The dry has continued in 2015
•
•
•

Good cattle, sheep and wool prices
Wine industry adjustments
Blue gum industry adjustments

•
•

Increased pressure for some farmers to secure a
farm sale
Dry conditions in the Great Southern could result
in feed shortages and crop problems

Promotion at Medical Practitioners, town
financial planners, community legal center, etc.
RFCS WA brochures & business cards to
communities in Great Southern area

Client outcomes achieved, including
adjustment, within or outside
agriculture
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Assisting farmers to keep control of property to
enable a timely sale
Helped prevent repossession for several farmers
Assisted with concessional/prod. loans
Referred clients for assistance with mental health
issues
Assist pastoralists with business planning,
government assistance and debt mediation
Helped many clients restructure their business
or farm, concentrating on value adding and
reducing risk, and off-farm options
Mediated write-downs of debt and debt
forgiveness with banks and lease companies
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Michael Harries

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months

Area covered by this report

•

Based in York, with clients throughout the Central and
Eastern Wheatbelt (Bencubbin, Koorda, Bruce Rock,
Narembeen, Dowerin, Trayning, Kellerberrin and York)

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•

•
•
•
•

Working with clients through a business
planning framework to allow clarity of situation
and identify opportunities for their future
Building financial skills and awareness in the
management of farm enterprise
Creating and environment for self-reflection to
gain better understanding of situation
Provide ongoing, support to reduce stress in
difficult circumstances
Assisting clients with bank and creditor
mediation and business planning

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
•

•
•

•

A greater willingness by clients to sell land,
however sales are difficult to achieve due to
general industry conservatism towards capital
raising
Farming districts with long term adverse seasons
are continuing to stagnate
Financial Industry pressure continues, however
there look as if there is a greater willingness for a
workable solution for both parties
Succession communication and planning is
influencing enterprise performance and viability
with in the industry; and creating a source of
stress for families.

•

•
•

Farm equity and profitability will remain tight for
clients in financial stress
The gap between successful farm enterprises and
less successful farm enterprises will continue to
widen
Further land sales and focus on debt reduction
Further contraction of the number of family
farms with in these districts

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•
•
•
•

Monthly radio interviews promoting service
RFCS WA newsletter articles
Dowerin Field Days networking
Strengthen Banking industries knowledge
of RFCS WA and how better individual client
outcomes are achieved by working with the
service

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•
•
•
•
•

Debt re-structuring to enable clients time to
progress their Business Plan
Transition of clients to off farm employment and/
or exit of industry
Reduction of client stress to allow time and space
for clear thinking.
Better communication within farming families,
building a clear plan for the future.
Improved financial management skills and
decision making
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Greg James
Area covered by this report
Based in Perth I have clients in most areas of Rural
Western Australia. From the Yilgarn to Esperance and
all areas back to Perth.

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•
•
•
•

•

Assisting clients to deal with their Bank. Interpret
the banks requirements and legal demands
Assist clients to make informed decisions about
the future path within or out of agriculture
Mediate and restructure debt
Succession Planning. Begin the succession
planning process and direct client to the
necessary professionals
Business planning. Assisting clients to regain
control of their farm business and have a solid,
planned structure going forward

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period.
•

•

•

•

Emphasis on helping clients who have
recognised a reduction in viability early. Being
able to encourage changes in financial and
production management to gain an increase in
productivity
Succession Planning. Several new clients
have recognised that their business requires
succession planning. Gaining all parties
confidence to go forward has been important
Although the season was, in most cases better
than average many clients still remained under
immense pressure. Clients didn’t have the
funding to take full advantage of the season
Diversification of production and new business
opportunities were sought to flatten out the
seasonal requirements and reliance on one
source of income

Counsellor Views on what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months
•

Eastern areas are in need of solid rain, while areas
further south are in better position but still need
a wet August and a soft finish. An average season
is likely which is likely to have a negative impact

Regain Focus Create Solutions

•

on most of our client base
The last two seasons have seen an improvement
in the real estate market in the south, while in the
east land prices remain under pressure

Community Events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor during the reporting
period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio interviews on the Rural Focus programme
Attendance at DAFWA workshops
Dowerin and Newdegate Field Days
Attendance at AAAC industry updates
Presentations to both rural and city Accountants
and Advisers
Presentation to Banking Agribusiness Managers
Newsletter articles

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•

•

•

•

Arranging debt restructure to enable clients to
have time to plan and achieve a sound financial
result
Reworked historical figures and future budgets to
thoroughly plan for the future and eventually sell
some farmlands to normalise the business
Assist clients to prepare and establish a new
business. This obtained a regular income
flattening out the farming bottom line and
helping with seasonality
Working with clients who were going to exit the
industry. Allowing them to exit with dignity and
the best possible financial outcome

RURAL FINANCIAL
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Robyn Lewis
•

Area covered by this report		
Based in Moora and servicing areas within the
Midwest, Northern Wheatbelt and north to Carnarvon

•

•

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•

•

•

•

•

•

Analysis support of both financial and business
productivity to assist with client clarity around
their situation
Future Business planning through incorporation
of the Business Planning Framework to set solid
goals for the family farming enterprise
Assistance with applications of the Government
Farm Concessional Loans and Drought Refinance
Loans
Support for Carnarvon clients impacted
by Cyclone Olwyn by offering guidance
and assistance with WANDRA funding,
DHS applications and bank and/or creditor
negotiations
Supporting clients through the marketing, sale
and exiting process of their farming business,
enabling the change to occur with calmness and
clarity of the situation
Debt management and negotiations with banks
and outside creditors

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
•

•

•

The horticulture region was being impacted
greatly by the uncertainty of water allocations.
While the Cyclone that hit earlier this year may
have alleviated that pressure, the whole region
has been highly impacted by loss of protective
infrastructure, buildings and produce.
The cropping season of this year returned a
mixed result for the region that I cover. Some
areas had average yields and were able to take
advantage of grain prices on the high, while
others struggled to achieve budgeted yield
Some farm sales have been achieved in the more

2014/15

stable areas, however there remains a large
amount of unsold land on the market within my
region
Banks appear to be willing to lend, however
stricter guidelines and solid longer term viability
must be demonstrated
Banks are also moving on those un-viable clients
and putting in place firm conditions around sale/
refinance/exit
In my region with clients who have applied
for the Government loan schemes, no one has
been approved to date, with the criteria being
questioned

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months
•

•

•

Good rainfall received across a lot of the
Northern Ag region early in the year set up good
sub soil moisture for this year’s crop. However, in
some areas follow up rain has been patchy and
we could see a below/average result for the 2015
Leasing is becoming a more attractive option
with farmers being able to hold onto their asset
base whilst leaving the industry if debt levels are
manageable and leasing income covering fixed
costs
Banks will continue to have a focus on debt
consolidation

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•

•
•
•
•
•

Presenting information sessions in conjunction
with DAFWA at their Federal Government Loan
Scheme seminars
Assisting DAFWA with their Planning for profit
workshop for Vietnamese growers in Carnarvon
Attendance of the Mingenew Field Day
Attendance of regional agricultural events
promoting the RFCS WA
Articles within the RFCS WA newsletter
Attending the AAAC conference and industry
updates
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Mandy McLean

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months

Area covered by this report		

•

Central and Eastern Wheatbelt

•

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•

•

•
•

Guiding clients through a Business Planning
Framework; enabling awareness of the client
situation and focusing on options for the future
To increase the client’s awareness of their
businesses position, and to focus client energy
on the issues they can control and that have the
most impact on their business
Increasing client’s skill level in financial
management and decision making
To support client’s as they exit the agriculture
industry, while maintaining control of their
business affairs and choices for the future

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
•

•
•

Two consecutive years of solid production,
resulting in an easing of short term cash flow
pressure
Cash surpluses enabled debt reduction for some
clients
Clients engaged with the service to commence
business planning. They reported a sense of
hope and a belief that they could now undertake
longer term planning because they had choices
available to them as a result of better seasons

The 2015 season has seen a return to lower
growing season rainfall to June; assistance to
farmers to improve business management to
limit the impact of seasonal variability
Some farmers are still under considerable
financial pressure and are seeking to sell
property. Until a sale is achieved, future plans and
preservation of equity will be a focus

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•
•
•
•

Radio interviews and newsletter articles
promoting the service
AWWE (Merredin) July 2014
Attendance at grower meetings with DAFWA and
DHS
Attendance at local community events

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•

•

•

2 clients have successfully sold property and
accessed state government exit grants; adjusting
to life away from farming
Ongoing support to clients to improve skills,
focus and family communication, through sound
business planning processes
Improved relationships with banks, receivers and
creditors

RURAL FINANCIAL
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Chris Wyhoon

•

Area covered by this report

•

Eastern Wheatbelt with the provincial town being
Merredin, expanding 150 km in all directions,
including Beacon/Mukinbudin, Southern Cross,
Bodallin, Hyden/Narembeen and Central Wheatbelt
areas

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period
•
•
•
•

Facilitating debt mediation
Business planning
Cash-flow & viability analysis
Adjustment out of farm and rural business
ownership

New or unusual activities/trends
within the reporting period
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Banks are increasing their pressure on clients to
adjust outside or within the industry given that
the 2013 and 2014 harvests resulted in improved
positions
Increased receiverships, particularly with certain
banks.
Increased use of debt forgiveness by banks as a
tool to facilitate sustainable outcomes for farm
families.
Farmers who benefited from the good harvest
are being relatively cautious.
Actual property devaluations of between 10-30%
in some of my areas
A decrease in value in second hand machinery
prices
Clients choosing lower risk options to preserve
remaining equity instead of previous behaviour
of ‘risking it all for massive gain’.
Clients being open with their neighbours and
cohorts about RFCS engagement (resulting in
referrals).

Counsellors’ view about what might
happen in their area over the next
12 months
•

Re-structural issues will continue in the far
eastern and far north-eastern Wheatbelt due to
a potential below average season; evidence of
devaluation of land and/or little buyer interest,

•
•

•
•

2014/15

and high debt levels.
A return to using livestock in the farm production
system as a reflection of increasing profitability
of that sector combined with lowering farm
business risk
An average season could delay some farmers
taking action towards a realistic future
Banks will continue to intensively manage “atrisk” farm businesses
Increased negotiation between banks and
stressed business’, with debt forgiveness required
to facilitate the necessary adjustment
Stricter seasonal finance
Increased workload for RFCS counsellors in the
eastern wheatbelt

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•
•
•

Agricultural Field Days
WAFarmers Farm Finance Forums
GRDC Business Update

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside agriculture
•
•
•

Adjustment out of agriculture/rural business– (13
clients)
Successful adjustment within agriculture – (16
clients)
Significantly reduced likelihood of bank
mortgagee in possession or receivership (28
clients) improved relationships within business
(1) and mental health referrals (2)
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Helen Woodhams
Area Covered by this report
Great Southern, South East region from Kojonup
through to Hopetoun/Esperance and north east
through to the Lakes District.

Community events or promotional
activities undertaken by the
counsellor within the reporting
period
•
•

Major focus of activity within the
reporting period

•

•

•

•
•
•

Assisting clients to gain clarity around their
financial situation, through situational analysis
and the use of a variety of financial tools
Negotiation with banks to re-structure payment
schedules and to meet demands
Cash flow and Budgeting Analysis. Business
planning
Assistance for those requiring income support
and accessing Government support schemes

New or unusual activities/trends
within reporting period
•

•

•

Low level of farm sales. Small amount of
movement starting, coming as a result of a good
2014 season
Farms being leased out when there are no
buyers, however it is leaving a shortfall evident in
some funding commitments
Banks willing to fund at reduced interest rates
reflecting current market conditions

Counsellors’ view over what might
happen in the next 12 months
•

•

•

Generally the industry has a positive outlook
for the coming year with good commodity
prices, helped by the lower dollar value. In the
areas I cover, the 2015-2016 cropping season is
generally looking promising. If the season has a
soft finish, this should see an increase in equity
for some operators
I envisage the banks taking action on those
unviable clients to re-capture the portion of their
asset base that has been underperforming with a
view to minimising their risk profile
Farm sales should start to pick up with the
increased buoyancy in the sector. The situation
of low interest rates on accessing capital will
make purchasing more of an option for buyers

•
•

•

Attended the Newdegate Field Day focusing on
Producers and Bank liaison
Spent time in the Centrelink Mobile Van to
strengthen ties between agencies and clients
Liaised with community groups (e.g. AgCare) to
promote collaboration between services
Attended the SEPWA field day to increase
exposure in the Esperance region
Radio Interviews on the Rural Focus hour 1071
Written newsletters distributed via the ‘Glide’
group via email to industry stakeholders,
business owners and government departments
Distributed brochures & business cards to
Community Resource Centres and Banks in my
area

Client outcomes achieved,
including adjustment, within or
outside of agriculture
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applications to the Farm Finance Concessional
Loan process
Upskilling of client’s financial capabilities
including the use of financial tools and
technology
Exiting of the industry for retirement or other
income earning sources
Off Farm employment transition to boost income
levels
Debt re-structure to enable clients to increase
profitability and have reliable financial facilities
Leasing out of land to have a consistent income
stream
Accessing of Farm Household Assistance from
Centrelink
Sale of properties to allow transition to
alternative employment and retirement.
Pre-referral planning (Succession, Financial,
Legal) to outline client and families goals and
values

“ I just wanted to write a quick email to thank
you for the service you have provided to us.
Initially, I was unsure what Rural Financial
Counselling Service could possibly offer us.
To our surprise, they have been one of the best
services that we have utilised!
You have helped us to understand the structure
in our farming business.
We feel that nobody in our business actually
understood the business structure, until you
came along.
You have a great way of explaining things, so
that we could understand everything at an
easier level…
We also found that you helped lead us to other
useful advisors and ask questions that were
relevant to us.
You have developed a wonderful rapport
with us and your approach to everything was
refreshing.”
RFCS WA client to RFC
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Compliance
Statement

Rural Financial Counselling Service of Western
Australia certifies that the funding has been
acquitted in accordance with the Deed of Grant for
the 2014/15 financial year, and the funding has been
used only for providing the services as specified in
the Deed of Grant unless otherwise agreed by the
Commonwealth.

Audit
•
•
•
•
•

Audit Opinion
Detailed Balance Sheet
Detailed Profit and Loss Statement
Notes to Forming Part of the
Accounts
Depreciation Schedules

Julian Krieg
Chair of the Board
Rural Financial Counselling Service of WA

Chris Wheatcroft
CEO
Rural Financial Counselling Service of WA

Regain Focus Create Solutions

Statement by
Responsible
Employee
Financial Report 30th June 2015
The attached financial report of the Rural Financial
Counselling Service WA being the audited financial
report and supporting notes and other information
for the financial year ended 30 June 2015 are in
my opinion properly drawn up to present fairly the
position of the Rural Financial Counselling Service
WA at 30 June 2015 and the results of the operations
for the financial year then ended in accordance with
the Australian Accounting Standards (except to the
extent that these have been varied in the statement
of Accounting Policies required by the Australian
Accounting Standard AAS6 “Accounting Policies” and
the accompanying notes to the annual reports).
Signed on the 21 September 2015

Chris Wheatcroft
CEO
Rural Financial Counselling Service WA
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Toshiba Laptop
Laptop & MYOB
6 Laptops & MFP
Office Furniture
Printer Fax Copier
Laptop ASUS M51V
Laptop PRO50Z
Laptop PRO50Z
4 X HP Laptops
Laptop & Insurance
Toshiba A505 Laptop
Qosimo Laptop
Access Computer J
Dymond
Toshiba Ultrabook CEO
HP Pavilion
DV7-7008TX
Satellite L850D/01N
15.6 HNX

1,964
1,365

1,015

1,963.64 16/09/12
1,365.45 10/04/13

1,015.45 10/04/13

41,306

1,970
2,181
10,690
3,637
2,727
1,700
1,761
1,761
4,595
1,789
1,191
1,762
1,198

03/03/08
17/06/08
27/06/08
27/06/08
30/06/08
29/10/08
04/06/09
04/06/09
24/08/10
30/09/10
17/10/10
06/11/10
11/03/11

1,970.00
2,181.00
10,690.00
3,637.00
2,727.00
1,700.00
1,761.00
1,761.00
4,595.45
1,789.09
1,190.91
1,761.82
1,198.18

Plant and Equipment

Total

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Priv

8,709

663

1,049
891

209
253
1,254
429
324
228
290
290
1,173
475
322
486
373

OWDV

Date

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Consid

DISPOSAL
Date

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30.00

30.00
30.00

30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00

2,613

199

315
267

63
76
376
129
97
68
87
87
352
142
97
146
112

Deprec

2,613

D

D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Rate

DEPRECIATION

Net Depreciation

T

0

8,709

663

1,049
891

209
253
1,254
429
324
228
290
290
1,173
475
322
486
373

Value

Deduct Private Portion

0

Cost

ADDITION

Depreciation Schedule for the year ended 30 June, 2015
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0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Priv

6,096

464

734
624

146
177
878
300
227
160
203
203
821
333
225
340
261

CWDV

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

+

Above

PROFIT
Upto

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

LOSS

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total -

Priv

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2006 Nissan Navara
Silver
XR6 Falcoln 1DJM339
XR6 Falcon 1DEL934
XR6 Falcon 1DLC700
XR6 Falcon 1DLC737
XR6 Falcon 1DMQ116
Ford Falcon XR6
1DUF329
Ford G6E 1DUR747
Ford Territory 1EEK341
2008 Ford Territory
1DCV239
2011 Toyota Aurion
1DPB950
2011 Toyota Aurion
1DPB951
2011 XR6 Ford Falcon
1DXZ393
2012 Ford Falcon
1EFD590
2012 Ford Falcon
1EFD583
Ford Ranger 2014
1EPE699
Ford Ranger 2014
IENZ556

23,955
23,864
23,118
23,236
22,727
21,411

29,593
36,818
14,364

15,000

15,000

20,182

19,091

19,091

39,751

42,958

20/08/10
20/08/10
08/09/10
04/01/11
23/06/11
25/09/12

23,954.54
23,863.63
23,118.18
23,236.36
22,727.12
21,410.91

29,592.73 25/09/12
36,818.18 10/05/13
14,363.64 23/07/13

15,000.00 23/07/13

15,000.00 23/07/13

20,181.82 26/07/13

19,090.91 15/10/13

19,090.91 15/10/13

39,750.91 10/09/14

42,958.18 10/09/14

415,705

25,546

25,545.95 14/12/09

Motor Vehicles at Cost

Total

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

Priv

234,645

0

0

16,382

16,382

16,422

12,181

12,181 10/09/14

20,055
28,615
11,664

14,317 10/09/14
14,262 10/09/14
13,918 11/09/14
14,618
15,184
14,510

35,456

0 10/09/14

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

20.00
20.00
20.00

12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
20.00

12.50

46,168

6,920

6,404

3,276

3,276

3,284

2,436

481

4,011
5,723
2,333

353
352
348
1,827
1,898
2,902

344

Deprec

46,168

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

D

Rate

DEPRECIATION

Net Depreciation

T

0

317,354

42,958

39,751

16,382

16,382

16,422

12,181

12,181

20,055
28,615
11,664

14,317
14,262
13,918
14,618
15,184
14,510

13,954

Value

Deduct Private Portion

82,709

42,958

39,751

Cost

ADDITION
Date

0 10/09/14

0

0

0

0

8,182

0
0
0

5,455
7,273
7,273
0
0
0

7,273

Consid

DISPOSAL
Date

13,954 10/09/14

OWDV
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

Priv
0

204,432

36,038

33,347

13,106

13,106

13,138

9,745

0

16,044
22,892
9,331

0
0
0
12,791
13,286
11,608

CWDV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

+

Above

PROFIT
Upto

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

LOSS

0

0

0

0

0

0

3,518

0
0
0

8,509
6,637
6,297
0
0
0

6,337

Total -

Priv

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Client
Feedback
“The service has done so
much for me at a time
when I really needed
support.”

“I am now better pr
epared . I
know what I want
in life and
why I want it. I kn
ow my risk
parameters and I kn
ow when
my financial situat
ion is at
risk . Now it doesn’
t matter
what comes at me
. I feel like
I can operate , mak
e good
decisions and know
when
things are going pe
ar-shaped ,
and deal with it.”
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“Our counsellor knew
our position because she
came from a farming
background . She knew
exactly where we were
coming from. It was
great to know we weren’t
on our own .”

“It is great to have
an
impartial , outside
,
professional perspe
ctive
and a third party
in
family and busine
ss
discussions.”
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Contact a Rural Financial Counsellor
Freecall 1800 612 004

rfcswa.com.au

Rural Financial Counselling Service

Regain Focus Create Solutions

WA

